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We are very pleased to present you with the latest issue of our ICP
Electronics Australia E-Newsletter.
ICP Electronics Australia has been supplying Industrial & Embedded
Computer Solutions since 2000 and we are still providing Industrial
Computer Components and Complete Embedded PC Solutions,
customer service and technical support at a competitive price.






Best Regards,


Introduction
FeaturedProduct: AFL2-17AH61/AFL2-W19A-H61 Wide
Screen Panel PCs
Spotlight On: IMBA-Q770 ATX
Motherboard

Article: Visit us on Facebook

The ICP Electronics Australia Team.

Featured Product...
AFL2-17A-H61/AFL2-W19A-H61

ICP Electronics Australia Announces the
Release of IEI Technology's 17"& 19" Wide
Screen Panel PCs

Visit us on the Web...

Both models feature 2nd Gen Intel® Core™ i7/i5/i3
processor technology and the Intel® H61 Express
Chipset. Designed for scalability and cost
optimization, these new AFOLUX GEN II models
with Intel® H61 Express Chipset and 2nd generation
Intel® Core™ processor allows one DIMM per
channel of DDR3 1333MHz.
The new AFOLUX GEN II series, AFL2-17A-H61
and AFL2-W19A-H61, includes more advanced
features such as the integrated EM/Mifare RFID
reader, 9~36V DC wide voltage input, LED dash
system for eye-catching notification, and light
fanless temperature management.
more information
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Spotlight On...IMBA-Q770

ICP Australia is on Facebook!
If you have been receiving our eNewsletters
regularly, you may have noticed that there have
been a few changes. Not only is there a fancy new
design, but we have a few more points of
contact.
Facebook has become a widely engaging tool for
businesses to interact with their customers.
According to a recent statistic, 33% of the world's
population are using facebook. It is easily
accessible, and interactions can be in real-time.
We hope that you 'like' our upgrades, and can
visit us on our Facebook page soon.
http://www.facebook.com/icpaustralia

more information
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 LGA1155 Intel® Core™
i7/i5/i3 processor supported
 Dual-channel DDR3
1600/1333MHz supports up to
32GB
 Intel® PCIe GbE with
Intel® AMT 8.0 supported
 Supports 3 displays with 2
displays in combination of
HDMI, DVI and VGA
 Supports PCI-Express
generation 3.0 at 8GT/s I/O
bandwidth USB 3.0 and SATA
6Gb/s supported
 IEI One Key Recovery
solution allows you to create
rapid OS backup and recovery
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